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	The recent expansion in diversity of RNA and DNA editing types has stimulated the development of many unique genetic, molecular, biochemical, and computational approaches to biological issues.  In RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols, leading experts in the field introduce methods developed over the last few years to study editing substrates, mechanisms of specificity, and functions of RNA and DNA editing enzymes and complexes. Sections of the book are dedicated to state-of-the art techniques which enable investigation of uracil insertion/deletion RNA editing in mitochondrion of Trypanosoma brucei, adenosine to inosine RNA editing, cytidine to uracil RNA and DNA editing, as well as tRNA editing and RNA modifications.  Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology™ series format, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and key tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls.


	Authoritative and cutting-edge, RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols seeks to inspire the further development of these vital and powerful techniques.
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The Geometry of the Word Problem for Finitely Generated Groups (Advanced Courses in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2007
The origins of the word problem are in group theory, decidability and complexity, but, through the vision of M. Gromov and the language of filling functions, the topic now impacts the world of large-scale geometry, including topics such as soap films, isoperimetry, coarse invariants and curvature.
The first part introduces van Kampen diagrams...
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Physicists on Wall Street and Other Essays on Science and SocietySpringer, 2008

	Over the years, Jeremy Bernstein has been in contact with many of the world’s most renowned physicists and other scientists, many of whom were involved in politics, literature, and language. In this diverse collection of essays, he reflects on their work, their personal relationships, their motives, and their contributions. Even for...
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JSL Companion: Applications of the JMP Scripting Language, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2018

	Confidently navigate your JMP® Scripting Language journey with this example-driven guide!


	With more than 200 example scripts and applications, JSL Companion: Applications of the JMP® Scripting Language, Second Edition provides scripters with a resource that takes them beyond the basics of the JMP Scripting...
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MCPD Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-549): Designing and Developing Enterprise Applications Using the Microsoft  .NET Framework (Certification Series)Microsoft Press, 2007
This training kit is designed for developers who plan to take Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD) Exam 70-549: Designing and Developing Enterprise Applications by Using the Microsoft .NET Framework. Developers who work on medium- or large-scale development projects will also benefit from the content in this training kit.

We...
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Action!: Acting Lessons for CG AnimatorsSybex, 2009

	In order to bring a character to life, it is beneficial for animators to have a solid understanding of acting principles, and this book examines the important skills behind the artistry of creating animated characters. With a particular emphasis on a character’s motions and movement, this unique resource covers the basic elements of...
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Dynamic Methods for Damage Detection in Structures (CISM International Centre for Mechanical Sciences)Springer, 2008
The book presents an updated state-of-the-art overview of dynamic methods for structural health monitoring and damage detection in structures, with special emphasis on advanced research in the field today. The topic is treated as a series of lessons, explaining both theoretical and experimental aspects of dynamic non-destructive methods and their...
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